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Background and Objectives
The Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER) undertakes an annual survey of its Stakeholders to monitor 

their perceptions of DWER, including a KPI measure of the Department’s effectiveness at managing the state’s water as a 

resource for sustainable productive use. 

In 2020, DWER wished to expand its consultation to benchmark perceptions of DWER among Customers who interact with 

DWER across a range of services and are relationship managed, but not as closely as Stakeholders. The survey was designed 

to align with a list of Corporate research objectives to inform corporate risk management, environmental scanning and business 

planning; outcome-based management/KPI reporting; and adaptive management of functions and initiatives. Metrix Consulting 

was engaged to conduct the survey in 2020 and again in 2021. 

The core objectives of this year’s consultation were to monitor:

1. Overarching perceptions of DWER as an organisation;

2. Perceived effectiveness of managing the State’s water and environmental 

resources for sustainable productive use; 

3. Attitudes towards water and environmental issues;

4. Awareness of DWER services;

5. Perceptions of DWER’s knowledge, expertise and decision making; and

6. The Department’s communications and engagement with Customers. 
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Research Approach
Metrix conducted an online survey of DWER customers, sourced from an initial database of 7,221 contacts. Customers were 

sent an email from the Director General inviting them to participate in the survey. Each email included a unique link, to prevent 
unauthorised or repeat entries.

The survey achieved a final sample of n=441. 

Fieldwork was conducted between the 16th November and 20th December 2020. 

A summary of the final valid sample and sample composition is summarised below. The main difference to 2020 was a higher 

proportion of ‘Environmentally Interested Customers’ as a result of DWER’s database having been updated since last year.

Please note that some Customers were classified across multiple Customer groups.

*For analysis and reporting purpose, Contaminated Site Customers, Controlled Waste Customers, Waste Levy Customers, 

Environmentally Interested Customers and Index of Biodiversity Surveys for Assessment Customers have been combined to 

create an ‘Other Customer Group’. 
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2021 2020

Customer Group
% of Total 

Profile 
% Sample n=

% of Total 

Profile 
% Sample n=

Water Licensees 42% 44% 193 44% 46% 316

Clearing Permit Customers 22% 22% 97 27% 27% 185

Water information reporting Customers 15% 10% 44 15% 15% 104

Industry Licensing Customers 10% 15% 65 9% 14% 98

Index of Biodiversity Surveys for Assessment 

Customers*
3% 3% 14 3% 4% 28

Controlled waste Customers* 2% 1% 4 2% 1% 5

Contaminated sites Customers* 2% 2% 8 1% 1% 5

Environmentally Interested Customers* 9% 14% 61 <1% <1% 3

Waste levy Customers* <1% 1% 5 <1% <1% 2

Total 100% 100% 441 100% 100% 693



Summary of Key Insights 
- Customers
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Key Insights
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The implementation of DWER’s stakeholder management framework and 

increased focus on relationship management since 2019 has had a 

positive impact on the perceptions of Water Licensees.

• Water Licensees had a more positive overall impression of DWER this year.

• They were also more favourable about how DWER makes it decisions, rating it 

higher in terms of – having adequate data and information, considering current and 

emerging issues, being solutions focused/finding sustainable ways for development to 

progress and taking a long term approach to planning.

However, overall impressions of DWER continue to vary depending on 

the type of customer.

• Clearing Permit Customers are still the least satisfied with their relationship with 

DWER as they find DWER more difficult to deal with and tend to rate it lower across 

most aspects of customer service, consultation and decision making.

• Despite some improvements in the perceptions of Water Licensees, they are still 

relatively less positive than other ‘water’ customers. This year, those that rated DWER’s 

water management as ineffective were more likely to cite the poor allocation of water 

resources and wanting to see more scientific based decisions as the reasons for this.



Key Insights
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Compared to last year, there was an increase in the proportion of customers 

who rated DWER as ineffective in managing the state’s environment for 

sustainable productive use.

• Clearing Permit and Environmentally Interested Customers contributed the most to this.

• Being slow to respond to customer queries is the key driver of DWER’s environmental 

management being described as ineffective this year.

• Compared to 2020, customers were more likely to say that DWER doesn’t give enough 

consideration to the environment when providing development approvals and that they would 

like to see a more long term approach to environmental planning.

Aspects of DWER’s decision making received lower ratings this year.

• Water Industry Reporting customers rated DWER lower in terms of being focused on 

continuous improvement and considering the needs of customers when making decisions.

• Industry Licensing customers were less favourable about DWER making evidence based 

decisions.

A number of other customer service and relationship management factors are 

also contributing to negative sentiment.

• Being slow to respond to queries and a perceived lack of consultation and engagement 

were more commonly raised as reasons for negative overall impressions of DWER this year, 

particularly among Industry Licensing and Clearing Permit customers.

• Perceived access to the appropriate people at DWER was not as high as last year, 

especially for Clearing Permit and Water Information Reporting customers.



Key Insights
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• There was an increase in the proportion of customers who rated DWER’s engagement with them as ‘poor’ this 

year.

• The timeliness of communications and decisions, ease of knowing who to contact / how to access 

DWER services and demonstrated understanding of customer needs continue to receive lower ratings 

than other aspects of DWER’s customer service and relationship management.

The overall order of priority placed on specific water and environmental issues has 

remained largely unchanged since last year.

• Water contamination and protection of water sources continue to be the key water related priorities that 

customers would like to see DWER focus on.

• Management of the state’s ground water is still a high priority but not as high as it was in 2020.

• Land and water pollution, recycling of waste and climate change are still the key environmental priorities 

for customers. 



Overall Perceptions of DWER
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Overall sentiment has held ground this year, with six 
in ten customers saying they feel positive about DWER
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2021: n=408 | 2020: n= 626

Q7. Ov erall, how do y ou f eel about the Department of  Water and Env ironmental Regulation as an organisation?

Don’t know responses hav e been remov ed f rom the charted data
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However, Clearing Permit Customers continue to rate 
DWER less favourably than other customer groups
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2021: n= 42* | 63 | 169 | 95 | 84

2020: n= 102 | 97 | 264 | 176 | 40*

Q7. Ov erall, how do y ou f eel about the Department of  Water and Env ironmental Regulation as an organisation?

Don’t know responses hav e been remov ed f rom the charted data
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Encouragingly, Water Licensees rated DWER more positively this year.



Good customer service continues to be the key driver 
of positive overall perceptions of DWER
However, Customers were not as likely to mention professional and friendly staff as a reason for positive sentiment this year. 
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2021: n= 246 | 2020: n=379

Q8. Why  is that? - Positiv e
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In their own words…
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Good Customer Service 

Collaborative and Supportive 

Does a Good Job Managing the State’s Water 

“They do a reasonable job of balancing water needs for community industry and environment.” 

Water Information Reporting Customer

“They do a good job at conserving and protecting water resources which is important for our community.” 

Water Licensee

“Our local branch of DWER are willing to engage with my organisation and are generally proactive and 

supportive.” Clearing Permit Customer

“DWER is able to answer all questions within a reasonable timeframe. They’ve made visits to site to help with 

water licenses and have clearly explained water strategies and requirements.” Water Licensee

“They are communicative and available to discuss queries, issues and problems and have a professional 

approach to handling water reporting matters. No one is perfect hence the 9 and not 10 score.” 

Water Information Reporting Customer

“The organisation/personnel have improved from my first experience. It seemed in the first instance that advice, 

and assistance was constrained and regulated (very legal), whilst still being helpful. Whereas now I feel that the 

organisation is approachable and mostly open to issues of concern that a small organisation has.” 

Industry Licensing Customer



In their own words…
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Professional and Friendly Staff 

General Positive Experience 

“Its staff provide an efficient service and have dealt with our queries in a professional and clear 

manner.” Clearing Permit Customer

“Officers have always been courteous and professional in their communications.” Other Customer

“Recent dealings with DWER have been positive. However, prior to the issue of the current license 

amendment there have been some frustrations.” Industry Licensing Customer

“I only deal with the Contaminated Sites Branch, which is as good a department of public servants as exists 

anywhere. The CSB are professional, diligent, timely and while upholding the requirements of the 

Contaminated Sites Act 2003 are also human beings. They are a credit to the state.” Other Customer



Being slow to respond to queries and a lack of 
consultation were more commonly raised as reasons 
for negative overall impressions of DWER this year
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2021: n= 98 | 2020: n=132

Q8. Why  is that? – Negativ e 
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In their own words…
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Slow Response to Queries 

Poor Customer Service 

Limited Consultation / Listening to Community Feedback 

“Lack of consistent information and consultative ability. They lack stakeholder and community engagement 

during policy making and its assessment turn around times are poor.” Water Licensee 

“Officers are not there to help. Its culture is to refer to the rule book and offer no comment. Contact is limited and 

no one is able to make a decision in a timely manner - timelines mean nothing.” Industry Licensing Customer 

“Time frames are often vastly exceeded. Discrepancies in approvals. Lack of field understanding and experience 

in the field which limits efficacy of application and mitigation measures.” 

Clearing Permit Customer 

“Too long to respond to email queries and not enough staff there know what is supposed to be on the forms or 

how to fill them out so as to help people. Surely as a government department a lot of relevant information should 

be able to be sourced by DWER themselves by sharing of information within departments.” 

Industry Licensing Customer

“All dealings with the Dept have been terrible. Very bad communication. Very bad and arrogant attitude especially 

with regional managers. I have not had one answer to a heap of questions that I have asked. I may as well talk to 

the dog. At least he smiles at me.” Water Licensee

“Inconsistent, bureaucratic and many staff do not know what they are doing. Others are very dismissive and 

unhelpful.” Clearing Permit Customer 



In their own words…
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Poor Management of Water 

Poor Technical Knowledge of Staff 

“As I try to save as much water as possible, I feel their only role is to try to reduce my water allocation. This 

would then reduce any future activity on the property and substantially reduce its value especially as I have 

just retired from full time employment.” Water Licensee

“Not very helpful in assisting to support growers with water and just quoting historic allocations with threat of 

fines or cancelling licenses.” Clearing Permit Customer

“There is a lack of resources & skills available to deal with application & assessments in a timely manner.” 

Industry Licensing Customer

“Once when information and guidance was requested on matters, we were rejected and told DWER was a 

regulatory authority only and would not aid in finding a solution for the matter. Communications with the 

department have been terrible with at times over a month delay in response of requested information. 

Furthermore, when information has been provided to officers it has not been passed on or excepted without 

further guidance.” Other Customer



Similar to 2020, six in ten customers describe DWER 
as trustworthy
Water Information Reporting Customers were less likely to agree that DWER is focused on continuous improvement this 

year (2021: 43% | 2020: 64%); however, agreement that DWER takes a long term approach to planning has increased

among Water Licensees (2021: 63% | 2020: 49%).
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Overall perceptions of DWER’s approach to water and 
environmental management have also largely held 
ground 
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Better informed and knowledgeable staff and being 
more collaborative with customers were key 
suggestions for improvement
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Showing more consideration for the environment and improved reporting and information systems were mentioned more often 

this year.



In their own words…
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Better Informed / Knowledgeable Staff 

More Collaboration 

Faster Response to Queries 

“Improving response times in some areas would help.” Water Information Reporting Customer 

“Clearer information on what the industry needs and what the requirements are. Also, a better response time is 

needed.” Other Customer

“I truly wish DWER licensing would upskill and resource its staff appropriately. This should be followed with a 

focus on risk-based decision making and a true emphasis on understanding operations and discharges. The 

licensing officers should get more hands-on experiences, attending site, understanding what it is they are 

regulating and the ramifications of their actions.” 

Water Information Reporting Customer

“Have more people to go and physically have a look at projects and proposals. More DWER jobs and staff 

training.” Other Customer

“The members of advisory committees need to be given more information and be allowed to communicate with 

the public more effectively. Members of the advisory committee need to be widely publicised with an ease to 

access by the community. Direct access to ministers with community feedback is required rather an edited 

minutes to be presented.” Clearing Permit Customer

“More willingness to engage and hear other opinions Greater support and ease to access data. The 

Department imposes unrealistic timelines for requiring responses, while being extremely languid in providing its 

own responses, particularly on water licensing. Water Information Reporting Customer



In their own words…
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Better Water Management 

More Consideration for the Environment 

“A system that enables rapid approval to be guaranteed when an alternative win -win solution is discovered or 

provided so as to enable the opportunity for, and encouragement of innovative solutions to be rewarded instead 

of being forced to be left on the shelf because the existing system from a developer's perspective is that it’s 

currently better to just jump through the hoops instead of rocking the boat.” 

Water Information Reporting Customer

“There needs to be more of an emphasis on recycling water from domestic use.” Other Customer

“More information given before decisions are made on land clearing in the Wheatbelt. Make sure there isn't an 

alternative available that doesn't require land clearing in the Wheatbelt. I feel it is too easy to get a clearing 

permit at present.” Other Customer

“As agency responsible for Environmental Regulation, why is DWER not the responsible agency for the 

Biodiversity Conservation Act? This would enable streamlined processes without the outlier of another 

government department having its own processes (including really poor internal communication and non -

streamlined systems) making decisions in relation to this important piece of legislation. Bring the BC Act into 

DWER for a one-stop shop assessment process and leave DBCA to manage their reserves.” 

Water Information Reporting Customer



Awareness and Understanding of 
DWER Services, Roles and 

Responsibilities
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Similar to last year, two-thirds of customers say 
they have some understanding of DWER’s 
purpose, roles and responsibilities
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2021: n=441 | 2020: n= 693 

Q6: Prior to participating in this surv ey , how would y ou rate y our lev el of  understanding of  the purpose, roles and responsibilities of  the Department of  Water and Env ironmental Regulation?
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Knowledge is still considerably lower among Water 
Licensees
There may be an opportunity to improve Water Licensees’ understanding of the Department’s purpose, roles and 

responsibilities to help improve overall perceptions of DWER among this customer group. 
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Not surprisingly, DWER is still most commonly 
recognised for its ‘water’ related services
However there was an increase in awareness of DWER’s recycling waste strategies this year which is most likely due the 

launch of some key initiatives – Containers for Change, the release of Consultation papers about Waste reform and a review of 

the waste levy.
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2020: n=441 | 2020: n= 693
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Similar to last year, awareness of some services is significantly higher among 

Water Information Reporting Customers compared to all other customer groups.

• Water Information and Advice - 2021: 98% | 2020: 98%.

• Water Planning, Allocation and Optimisation – 2021: 95% | 2020: 91%.



Perceived Effectiveness –
Water Management
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Similar to last year, one third of customers believe 
DWER is striking the right balance between water 
protection and development 
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2021: n=329 | 2020: n=561

Q10. From y our experience with and understanding of  the Department, would y ou say  that ov erall it …?
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An opportunity remains to better inform customers about DWER’s water operations, with a quarter feeling they’re unable to 

provide a rating. 



Water Licensees are still less likely than other water 
customers to think that DWER achieves the right 
balance between development and protection of 
water resources 
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The proportion of customers who believe DWER is 
effective at managing the State’s water for sustainable 
productive use is similar to last year, at four in ten
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Water Information Reporting Customers are still the 
most likely to rate DWER’s water management as 
effective
Whereas Industry Licensing Customers and Water Licensees are less likely to rate DWER’s water management as effective.
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The main reason why customers rate DWER’s water 
management as ineffective is due to how water 
allocations are managed
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Reasons for Perceived Ineffectiveness of DWER’s Management of the State’s Water
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Note: scores under 7% not shown 
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w ater sources
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DWER w orks on 
preconceived ideas 

2020 2021

Customers were more likely to raise water allocation issues and wanting to see more evidence based decisions as reasons why 

they rated DWER’s water management as ineffective this year.

Perceptions of DWER poorly allocating water resources (2021: 27% ↑ | 2020: 6%) and 

needing to focus on expert consultations to make scientific decisions (2021: 27%↑ | 2020: 

4%) have increased among Water Licensees this year. 



In their own words…

34

DWER Needs to Review All Water Allocations to Determine Actual Usage 

Poor Allocation of Water Resources 

Too Bureaucratic / Corporations are Driving Decisions 

“Because the water reserves that we have are dwindling due to the poor practices that we have as a 

society and little to no effort is put into educating people about sustainable water uses and about the larger 

part that the environment plays. We eradicate weeds and plant gums. We flood irrigate and create salinity. 

From what I’ve gathered, DWER serves to execute the politicians' agendas and doesn’t appear to be more 

than a governing body.” Water Licensee

“In our area DWER look after the people they know at the expense of the little person. They allocate the 

resources to people they know and others that have farms have no allocation at all. They need to come to 

properties and assess them on their merit.” Water Licensee

“Too many impediments in the way - what works in the south west does not work in the north west!” 

Water Information Reporting Customer 

“The water table in my area has dropped 12m in 20 years due to overuse of bores by commercial industries -

authorised by DWER - and they want to worry about my few 1000 litres when it is my only water supply as I have 

no scheme water - bureaucracy gone mad.” Water Licensee

“I would like to see compliance in regards to the applicable Act. Decisions should follow, to the letter, or the Act should b e 

updated to reflect what is systematically done. When the department bases their decisions on other's requests for the 

benefit of selected individuals or companies and to not follow the procedures, this will lead to unfairness and 

ineffectiveness.” Other Customer



In their own words…

35

Focus More on and Consult Experts to Help Make Science-based Decisions

Limited Understanding of Agricultural Needs 

“Work with people affected constructively. Use science untainted by their own department or government pressure. 

Work with all levels of community including the small end of town for true levels of fairness.” 

Other Customer

“More arterial drainage planning. Research driving decision making. Trialing of new technology.” 

Water Information Reporting Customer

“Decision making needs to become more consistent. Currently it favours friends of the department’s 

employees. Decision making objectives are always against commercial agricultural needs.” 

Water Licensee

“Lack of acknowledgement that a proclaimed water areas catchment does not stop at a line on a map. Lack 

of local information or recognition of historical bores in rural agricultural areas.” 

Other Customer



Perceived Effectiveness –
Environmental Management

36



The proportion of customers who feel that DWER is 
striking the right balance between protecting the 
environment and development is similar to last year, 
at four in ten 
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2021: n=197 | 2020: n=326

Q13: From y our experience with and understanding of  the Department, would y ou say  that ov erall it…?

9

10

25

24

38

40

28

26

Don't know Tends towards development Gets the balance about right Tends towards protection of the environment

2021

2020

Economic 

Development 

% of customers w ho have had environment dealings

Development vs Environmental Protection Favourability | Overall

Environmental 

Sustainability 

Similar to previous results, Clearing Permit Customers are the most likely to say that DWER tends towards environmental 

protection (35%), whereas Environmentally Interested Customers are most likely to feel that DWER tends towards development 

at the expense of the environment (50%). 



Compared to last year, there was an increase in the 
proportion of customers who rated DWER as 
ineffective in managing the state’s environment for 
sustainable productive use
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Q14. Ov erall, how ef f ective do y ou think DWER is in managing the state’s env ironment f or sustainable productiv e use?

9 7

22 31↑

30
27

39 35

2020 2021

Don't know NET ineffective Neither ineffective nor effective NET Effective

Perceived Effectiveness of DWER At Managing the State’s Environment | Overall

Clearing Permit Customers (32%) and Environmentally Interested Customers (52%) are contributing the most to higher ratings 

of ineffectiveness this year. 



Being slow to respond to customer queries is the key 
driver of DWER’s environmental management being 
described as ineffective this year
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Reasons for Perceived Ineffectiveness of DWER’s Management of the State’s Environment
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Q15. Why  do y ou rate DWER’s management of  the env ironment f or sustainable productiv e use as inef f ective? What are the things y ou would like to see improv ed
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to look after the 
environment

2020 2021

However, compared to 2020, customers were more likely to say that DWER doesn’t give enough consideration to the 

environment when providing development approvals and that they would like to see a more long term approach to 

environmental planning.



In their own words…
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Slow Response to Queries and Concerns 

Too Bureaucratic / Corporations are Driving Decisions 

Too Focused on Industry Development 

“I think that it overregulates at the low level of the system - to the general public and small farms and 

businesses, gets it about right for the middle ground and capitulates easily at the big end of town where the 

money and power is.” Clearing Permit Customer

“Lengthy delays and seemingly personal interpretation of regulations. There has been commitment to change 

from management but there doesn’t seem to be any effective cut through on the ground.” 

Clearing Permit Customer 

“Officers lack sufficient experience / technical understanding to identify key issues - they seem to focus on their 

individual hobbies, which may or may not be important environmentally. Officers seem more focused on showing 

how clever they are, rather than assigning greater effort to things that genuinely matter and getting this approved 

and completed in a decent timeframe.” 

Water Information Reporting Customer

“I would like to see much tighter environmental laws as they are antiquated and allow for so many 

loopholes which developers can use to their advantage.” Water Licensee

“DWER's management of the environment is constrained by the law and it is the law that needs adjusting 

rather than DWER's abilities. There is too much clearing of natural areas allowed and the law only seems 

to have an effect when flora, fauna or ecological community is already threatened with extinction. The 

best time to protect a species is when it is still common.” Other Customer



In their own words…

41

DWER Don’t Consider the Environment Enough When Providing Development Approval 

Allowing Too Much Clearing of Land 

“Allowed our neighbour to operate a liquid waste dump on shallow ground water location in proximity to ground 

water resource with little if any controls or supervision of the operation.” Water Licensee

“Because the WA economy is so lopsided in favour of primary extraction of resources, environmental concerns 

necessarily are not as important as maintaining employment (even in industries where viable alternatives exist).” 

Water Information Reporting Customer

“The carrying capacity of land receives very little or no attention when decisions are being made for water 

allocation. There is very little done to get developers to not clear native vegetation during developments. The 

loss of capacity of other government departments has impacted on DWER as there are no experts to call on 

for advice on specific areas like agriculture.” Clearing Permit Customer

“My group now receives emails of clearing permits available for public appeal. It is of considerable concern 

that so much native vegetation is being approved for clearing in WA, for agriculture, roads, and other 

purposes. It surprises us that there is any native vegetation left.” Other Customer



Customers were somewhat more positive about DWER’s 
role in setting the framework for better waste 
management this year
However, these shifts are not statistically significant. 
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Q16. Ov erall, how ef f ective do y ou think DWER is in setting the f ramework f or better management of  waste including improv ing the reuse and recy cling of  waste products?
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Perceived Effectiveness of DWER At Managing the State’s Waste | Overall



Perceptions of DWER’s Knowledge, 
Expertise and Decision Making

43



The extent to which DWER is perceived to demonstrate 
its knowledge and expertise is similar to last year
A large proportion of customers do not feel adequately informed to rate DWER’s knowledge and expertise.
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Q18A. And to what extent do y ou agree or disagree with the f ollowing statements about DWER’s knowledge and expertise in the m anagement of  the state’s water resources and env ironment

Don’t know responses hav e been remov ed f rom the charted data
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Agreement has increased

among Water Licensees 

(2021: 64%↑ | 2020: 52%).



Positively, Water Licensees were more likely to agree 
that DWER considers current and emerging issues
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Q18B. Thinking now about how DWER makes its decisions, to what extent do y ou agree or disagree with the f ollowing statements

Don’t know responses hav e been remov ed f rom the charted data

19% 26% 27% 24% 16% 22%
Don’t 
Know 

However, Industry Licensing customers were less likely to agree that DWER makes evidence based decisions and Water 

Information Reporting Customers were more likely to disagree that DWER considers the needs of customers when making 

decisions.

NET Agree

2021 | 

2020 | 

Agreement has decreased among Industry 

Licensing Customer (2021: 50%↓ | 2020: 71%).

Agreement has increased among Water 

Licensees (2021: 64%↑ | 2020: 52%).

Disagreement has increased

among Water Information 

Reporting Customers 

(2021: 25%↑ | 2020: 11%).



An opportunity remains to improve perceptions of 
DWER being focused on finding sustainable ways for 
development to occur 
Positively, ratings have improved across all measures among Water Licensees. 
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Q27. To what extent do y ou agree or disagree that DWER is solutions f ocused including f inding sustainable way s f or dev elopment to proceed?
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Water Licensee perceptions have improved across all measures this year. 



Communications and Engagement

47



Customer satisfaction with DWER is similar to last year 
and continues to vary by customer group 
While Clearing Permit Customers continue to be the least satisfied with their relationship, satisfaction has also weakened 

among Industry Licensing customers this year. This has likely contributed to poorer ratings from these customers across a 

range of other measures this year. 
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Being responsive to queries and providing helpful 
customer service continue to be key drivers of 
satisfaction 
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Reasons for Satisfaction | Top 7

% of customers w ho are satisf ied with their relationship

2021: n=175 | 2020: n=311

Q20 Why  is that? 

Scores under 11% not shown 

This year, Industry Licensing Customers were more likely to say they are satisfied with their relationship because DWER 

transparently shares data (2021: 30↑ | 2020: 13%).
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In their own words…
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Helpful Customer Service

Responsive to Queries

Good Customer Service

“I have experienced competent staff and timely responses all be it with some confusion on which department 

was responsible for permit approvals. One department was waiting for the other before approval was given. 

Eventually sorted out with discussions over the phone to each department.” Clearing Permit Customer 

“Their staff are pleasant and professional to deal with over the phone. The guidance to solving inquiries is 

appreciated.” Industry Reporting Customer 

“Always helpful and provides accurate advice and information on water issues.” Clearing Permit Customer 

“Communication with Busselton staff was most helpful. My options were explained to me in regard to water 

allocation.” Water Licensee

“DWER replies in a timely manner and provides relevant information.” Industry Reporting Customer 

“They answer my questions and get back to me in a timely manner.” Other Customer 



In their own words…

51

Transparently Shares Data

Have Adequate Knowledge To Help

“They’re very transparent – they send me the results from my water sample every year.” Water Licensee

“Clear communication and promptly respond to enquiries. Their website is also rich with very helpful 

information that assists us in our day-to-day operations.” Other Customer

“The staff that we deal with are aware of some complex issues that our Shire faces in our region 

and they respond accordingly.” Industry Reporting Customer

“DWER seems to be keeping abreast with different things which is good to see.” Other Customer

More Willing to Collaborate 

“Water quality information and support for community environmental groups. Officers willing, knowledgeable and 

obliging with information – it’s very helpful.” Other Customer

“We can ring to discuss issues that concern our small organisation, which is very helpful. They’re always willing to 

work together to try and find a solution.” Industry Reporting Customer

Manages the Water Allocation Process Well

“I am satisfied that on the whole the department adequately covers protection of the resource and 

environment protection.” Industry Reporting Customer

“Meets requirements under the act and regulations for management of resources.” Other Customer 



Customers were more likely to cite poor consultation 
and communication as the key driver of dissatisfaction 
with their relationship this year
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Reasons for Dissatisfaction | Top 7
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While still within the top 3 reasons for dissatisfaction this year, poor customer service wasn’t as commonly mentioned.



In their own words…
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Poor Consultation and Communication

Need to be More Transparent

Poor Customer Service

“Improve resourcing and staff education. Employ staff with relevant industry experience.” 

Clearing Permit Customer

“DWER is unresponsive, unwieldy and not very customer focused.” Industry Licensing Customer 

“Greater consultation with industry that results in meaningful reform and improvements to the quality of 

service and assessment outcomes is needed.” Industry Licensing Customer

“I would like to see more face-to-face contact, site visits and site resolutions to provide confidence and 

certainty on environmental and development outcomes.” Clearing Permit Customer 

“Lack of transparency. Lack of technical competence. Inconsistency in administration of regulatory 

procedures. Failure to deliver service in reasonable timeframe.” Clearing Permit Customer

“Better communication and transparency on the progress of applications.” Other Customer



In their own words…
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Poor Management of Water and Environment 

DWER Needs to be More Practical in its Decisions 

“They have for many years focused on treating construction waste as a waste rather than as a 

resource so they have not led or encouraged the growth of the recycling industry in WA. There are a 

number of well-known operations that are circumventing the waste regulations to the tune of millions of 

tones of waste over the last 5 years, but they have failed to show strong leadership to stop the problem 

but have rather focused on the small issues.” Industry Licensing Customer 

“DWER needs to consider more practical solutions as a metro solution cannot be applied to rural and remote 

areas.” Water Information Reporting Customer

“Take a higher, more pragmatic approach to works approvals and licenses. Expedite the process so that our 

construction timeframes are not so badly impacted.” Other Customer

Poor Attitude Towards People/Industry

“Our applications are always not responded to in a timely manner. DWER managers and licensing officers look 

to make their own lives easier, at the expense of the approval of industry. As a GTE we are conscious that we 

are public servants here to serve the people of WA, while DWER seem focused on servicing themselves.” 

Water Information Reporting Customer

Slow Response to Queries 

“Great communication and helpful staff. The only issue is that you have a large backlog of Water 

License renewals/approvals and it takes too long to get a response.” Water Licensee

“Staff could respond to licensees such as ourselves in a timely and considerate way.” 

Water Information Reporting Customer



Overall, the extent to which DWER is perceived to be 
easy to deal with is similar to last year
Reflective of weaker overall perceptions of DWER, Clearing Permit Customers are also the most likely to rate DWER as very 

difficult to deal with. 
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An opportunity remains to improve perceptions of 
DWER’s customer relationship management
Specifically, the proportion of customers who rated DWER’s engagement with customers as poor increased this year.

There also continues to be a large proportion of customers who are unable to provide a rating on DWER’s co -design on strategy 

and policy, suggesting work needs to be done to increase the proportion of customers experiencing this approach.
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Q22A. How would y ou rate DWER’s perf ormance in managing their relationship with y ou and y our business/organisation, across each of  the f ollowing areas
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Water Information Reporting and Clearing Permit 
Customers were less positive about accessibility to the 
appropriate people at DWER this year.
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Ratings of Very Good/Excellent have decreased among Water Information Reporting 

Customers (2021: 15%↓ | 2020: 35%), largely driven by a shift down the rating scale to 

ratings of Good (2021: 56%↑ | 2020: 34%).

Poor perceptions have 

increased for Clearing 

Permit Customers

(2021: 28% | 2020: 16%).

Top Priority/Key Stakeholders also provided lower ratings of this compared to last year.



Only one in four rate DWER as very good or excellent 
in terms of specific aspects of customer service
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Similar to last year, half of customers provide a poor or fair rating when it comes to DWER understanding their business needs, 

the timeliness of decisions and the speed at which the Department responds to their needs. 
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Most aspects of how DWER communicates with 
customers received similar ratings as last year
An opportunity remains to improve perceptions of providing proactive, timely and relevant communications given that only 

approximately one in five rate these as very good or excellent. 
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2021: n= 389 | 361 | 378 | 373

2020: n= 610 | 580 | 597 | 591

Q22B. And, how would y ou rate DWER’s perf ormance in managing their relationship with y ou and y our business/organisation, across each of  the f ollowing areas?

Don’t know responses hav e been remov ed f rom the charted data

Perceptions of DWER’s Communications 

24% 24% 21% 18%

23% 22% 19% 19%

%
 o

f 
c
u
s
to

m
e
rs

 

Don’t 
Know 

12% 18% 14% 15%

NET Very 

Good / 
Excellent

2021 | 

2020 | 



Attitudes Towards Water and 
Environmental Issues 
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Water contamination and protection of drinking water 
sources continue to be key water related priorities that 
customers would like to see DWER focus on 
Management of the state’s ground water is still a high priority but not as high as it was in 2020.
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5 6 5 7

4 8 8 13

35 30 34
31

56 56 53↓ 50

Contamination of water (ie 
water quality)

Protection of drinking water 
sources

Management of the state’s 
ground water resources

Investing in water projects to 
address the drying climate

1- Low priority for my business/organisation 2 3 4 - High priority for my business/organisation

Water Related Customer Priority Areas 

%
 o

f 
c
u
s
to

m
e
rs

2021: n= 397| 394 | 397 | 390 

2020: n= 619 | 618 | 614 | 605

Q26: And to what extent are each of  the f ollowing considered a priority  by  y our business/organisation f or DWER to f ocus on regarding the management of  our state’s water and env ironmental issues?

Don’t know responses hav e been remov ed f rom the charted data

Don’t Know 10% 11% 10% 12%

60% 55% 59% 51%

High Priority

2020 | 

2021 | 



Land and water pollution, recycling of waste and 
climate change continue to be considered key 
environmental priority areas for DWER to focus on
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10 8 11 9 9 12 12 11

12
12 10

13 10
13 15 16

32 33 33 34 39 34 32 36

46 46 45 45 42 41 41 36

Rubbish / litter 
polluting our 

waterways and 

ocean

Rubbish / litter 
polluting our

land and 

environment 

Climate change Facilitate 
recycling of 

waste

Ensuring waste 
wise alternatives 
are available to 

consumers

Volume of waste 
generation by 

the WA 

community

Clearing of 
land and the 

environment for 

development

Air pollution

1- Low priority for my business/organisation 2 3 4 - High priority for my business/organisation

Environmental and Waste Related Customer Priority Areas 

%
 o

f 
c
u
s
to

m
e
rs

2021: n= 390 | 390 | 392 | 385 | 383 | 376 | 384 |379

2020: n= 600 | 598 | 581 | 610 | 574 | 568 | 579 

Q26: And to what extent are each of  the f ollowing considered a priority  by  y our business/organisation f or DWER to f ocus on regarding the management of  our state’s water and env ironmental issues?

Signif icant dif ference of  at least 95% f rom other customer ty pes

Don’t know responses hav e been remov ed f rom the charted data

Rubbish/Litter polluting out land and env ironment 

Don’t 
Know 

12% 12% 11% 13% 13% 15% 13% 14%

46% - 46% 44% 40% 38% 41% 33%

High Priority

2020 | 

2021 | 



13

8

4
2

6
4 5 5

8

4

28

10
8 7↑ 7↑ 7 7↑ 6 6 6 6

28

Policies and
management of
recycled water

Environmental
conservation

and
rehabilitation

Efficiency of
water usage

Protection of
wetlands and

bushlands

Water supply Water quality Enforcement of
water usage
and waste

Review of water
allocation and
monitoring of
water licenses

Environmental
conservation

Climate Change Don't know

Priority Areas For DWER To Focus On | Top Ten 

More likely to have been 

mentioned by Water 

Licensees 

(2021: 10%↑ | 2020: 4%).

Compared to last year, protection of WA’s wetlands and 
bushlands, efficient use of water and water quality are 
more top of mind
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2021: n=441 | 2020: n= 693

Q25. Thinking about water and env ironment issues that are most important to y ou business/organisation, please let up to three key  priority  areas y our business/organisation would like to see DWER 

f ocus on regarding the management of  out state’s water and env ironmental issues. 

%
 o

f 
c
u
s
to

m
e
rs

Suggestions have increased among Water Information Reporting 

Customers (2021: 11%↑ | 2020: 3%), Water Licensees (2021: 9%↑ | 2020: 

3%) and Clearing Permit Customers (2021: 6%↑ | 2020: 1%).



Sample Profile
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Sample Profile - Frequency of Contact 

Water information 

reporting customers 
Industry licensing Water licensees

Clearing permit 

customers
Other customers

2020 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021

More than 12 times 27% 33% 20% 15% 5% 4% 26% 20% 45% 22%↓

5-12 times 37% 22% 27% 23% 9% 12% 24% 28% 30% 32%

3-4 times 18% 17% 26% 33% 21% 21% 26% 26% 13% 29%↑

1-2 times 17% 25% 27% 30% 56% 58% 23% 24% 13% 15%

Not at all - - - - 7% 3% 2% - - -

Don't know 1% 3% 1% - 1% 3% - 3% -% 2%

n= 93 36 94 61 188 120 151 76 40 82
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Frequency of Contact with DWER Over the Past Year

% of customers w ho have dealt w ith DWER w ithin the past year 

n=93 | 94 | 188 | 151 | 40

Q2B. How f requently  hav e y ou had dealings with DWER ov er the past y ear?



Sample Profile – Reason for Dealings with DWER

Water information 

reporting customers 
Industry licensing Water licensees

Clearing permit 

customers
Other customers

2020 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021

Provision of data or 

water information
35% 36% 26% 12%↓ 30% 25% 29% 25% 26% 9%↓

Application for 

new/extended water 

allocation

16% 18% 7% 5% 31% 35% 8% 14% 5% 10%

Seeking advice on 

planning or 

development issue

24% 18% 3% - 2% 3% 3% 6% 5% 0%↓

Direct involvement in 

water research
14% 16% 1% 2% 4% 7% 9% 9% 12% 3%

Application for renewal 

of historic water 

allocation

6% 7% 2% - 3% 4% 7% 9% 5% 9%

Water related policy 

development
32% 27% 11% 8% 6% 9% 17% 28%↑ 16% 13%

Submissions over 

water resource policies
78% 70% 22% 17% 18% 19% 24% 30% 30% 20%

Other water related 

area 
15% 11% 10% 12% 21% 23% 15% 18% 9% 18%

n= 104 44 98 65 316 193 185 97 43 89
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Dealings in Relation To Water ….

% of customers w ho have dealt w ith DWER w ithin the past year 

Q3. And what hav e y our dealings with DWER been related to



Sample Profile – Reason for Dealings with DWER

Water information 

reporting customers 
Industry licensing Water licensees

Clearing permit 

customers
Other customers

2020 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021

Application for license/works 

approval
20% 14% 71% 54%↓ 9% 8% 42% 39% 30% 35%

Application for clearing permit 16% 14% 20% 12% 4% 5% 66% 59% 30% 21%

Reporting pollution 7% 5% 15% 12% 2% 3% 8% 7% 7% 9%

Environmental related policy 

development
10% 9% 18% 3%↓ 3% 2% 12% 5% 33% 20%

Reporting/seeking advice on a 

contaminated site
23% 14% 20% 18% 3% 3% 12% 13% 23% 24%

Seeking advice on a planning 

or development issue
20% 7%↓ 27% 12%↓ 6% 4% 16% 16% 23% 17%

Application to transport/receive 

controlled waste
3% 0% 10% 11% 0% 2% 4% 3% 7% 11%

Providing comment on public 

consultations
7% 7% 17% 8% 4% 3% 10% 13% 16% 33%

Application of Pt IV 

Environmental Impact 

Assessment process

- 5% - 6% - 1% - 5% - 18%

Other environment related 

area
10% 18% 24% 20% 5% 4% 12% 5% 23% 17%

n= 104 44 98 65 316 193 185 97 43 89
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Dealings in Relation To Environment ….

% of customers w ho have dealt w ith DWER w ithin the past year Q3. And what hav e y our dealings with DWER been related to



Sample Profile – Reason for Dealings with DWER

Water information 

reporting customers 
Industry licensing Water licensees

Clearing permit 

customers
Other customers

2020 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021

Providing comment on public 

consultations
5% 5% 17% 17% 2% 2% 8% 8% 14% 16%

Seeking advice on a waste 

related planning or 

development issue

5% 2% 21% 25% 2% 5% 9% 7% 19% 13%

Waste related policy 

development
7% 2% 21% 15% 2% 2% 4% 5% 9% 17%

Other waste related area 3% 2% 15% 25% 2% 4% 4% 5% 9% 17%

n= 104 44 98 65 316 193 185 97 43 89
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Dealings in Relation To Waste ….

% of customers w ho have dealt w ith DWER w ithin the past year 

Q3. And what hav e y our dealings with DWER been related to



Sample Profile – Cultural Identification and 
Aboriginal Peak Body or Organisation Representation 
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1 0 0

99

Aboriginal Torres Strait 
Islander

Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait 

Islander

None of the 
above

2021

Cultural Identification 

2021: n=441

NQ1. Do y ou identif y  as?

NQ2. Do y ou represent an Aboriginal Organisation or Peak Body ?

Note: NQ1 and NQ2 were not asked in 2020

%
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f 
C

u
s
to

m
e
rs

 

0

98

2

Yes No Don’t know

2021

Aboriginal Peak Body or Organisation 

Representation 

%
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f 
C

u
s
to

m
e
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Due to the small sample of Stakeholders who identified as Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander or representatives, it was not 

possible to analyse their results separately to the main sample.
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